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Making a Historic Monument Shine

Structural Engineer: Structural Focus
Owner: Caruso Affiliated
Architect: Gensler
The Masonic Temple in Glendale, California once
Contractor: W.E. O’Neil
stood as the tallest building on Brand Boulevard

The voluntary seismic retrofit of The Masonic
Temple began with a structural assessment identifying all the building deficiencies utilizing the ASCE
41-13. For this building, the desired building seismic
performance objective was Collapse Prevention.

and has housed six different Masonic organizations since its opening in 1929.
Consisting of four full stories and a basement
that extends beyond the building footprint,
The Masonic Temple is approximately 64
feet wide, 125 feet long, and 105 feet tall.
The floor area, including the basement, is
approximately 52,500 square feet. The floors
are two stories tall and within each floor is
a mezzanine. The mezzanines are concentrated on the west side of the building.

A structural model was built in ETABS to aid in
understanding the behavior of the building.
The major deficiencies identified included:
• Vertical discontinuities (perimeter lateral
force resisting elements did not continue
through the basement)
• Torsional irregularity (the west elevation’s
lateral force resisting element was considerably “softer” than that of the east elevation)
• Unbraced mezzanines (several interior
mezzanines were not adequately braced
for lateral resistance)

Transforming this historic building into a creative office
space with inspiring environments that exist beyond workstations began with a passionate developer, a creative
tenant and a visionary architect who, in turn, asked the
structural engineer: “How do we get this done?”

The Masonic Temple is listed in the Glendale
Register of Historic Resources and, therefore,
is subject to the governing code, 2013 California Historical Building Code (CHBC). The target
seismic performance of the CHBC is “collapse
prevention.”

Under the umbrella of the CHBC,
utilizing ASCE 41-13’s BSE-1E seismic hazard level (20% in 50 years)
at the collapse prevention objective helped pinpoint the major
deficiencies and a scheme was
formulated to voluntarily increase
the performance of the building.
Supplementing existing angle truss members with new angles to create box sections strengthened compression elements. New steel plates increased the area of steel, increasing the tension capacity of tensile elements. Transforming double angles into “I” sections using steel plates
increased the flexural capacity of truss members.
Existing riveted connections were supplemented
with welds to increase the
connection capacity. As
a result, the strengthened
roof trusses supporting
exposed hanger rods fireproofed with intumescent
paint provide the open
concept aesthetic that
columns could not offer.

The Masonic Temple’s historic renovation was dictated
by a fast-paced schedule that posed a challenge on a
complex structural project. The 16 million dollar project was
completed in approximately seven months from beginning
of design to occupancy.

At first glance, The Masonic Temple appears
to be a purely concrete building. Its exterior
concrete walls mask the true skeleton of the
structure: a steel-framed building. The main
girders, beams, and columns of the building
are structural steel and typically encased in
concrete fireproofing. The building is essentially a “concrete-dipped” steel structure.
A two-story helical stair connecting three
floors added to the structural complication
of this tenant improvement.
The nearly 15-foot-diameter stair was constructed of
a 20-inch deep outer HSS
stringer; it was first cut vertically in half, cambered to
shape, then reattached to
create the outer support.
The tighter wound inner
stringer consisted of a thick
plate cambered to shape.
A practical building element became a work of
art uncommon in a typical
workspace.

